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Make irrigation easier and more effective!

3 IN 1
ACTION
1

Wetting up

2

Spreading
and draining

3

Re-wetting

H2Gro, the unique wetting and conservation agent
As a grower the challenge is familiar: dry spots in pots and
containers. Often around the sides of plant beds.
Dry patches or dry spots in pots are caused by drying out (due to sun
or wind), or worsened by the hydrophobic nature of certain aggregates,
such as bark, coco and wood fibers. Re-wetting dry spots is often a
challenge.
Dry spots reduce the usable volume in the growing medium, which has
a negative effect on nutrient uptake. Plant stocks then develop at
different rates, leading to more sorting work (fewer A-quality plants).
H2Gro is a unique wetting and conservation agent that helps make
your irrigation easier and more effective. H2Gro is designed to prevent
and eliminate dry patches in pots and containers in plant beds.

h2gro.icl-sf.com

H2Gro’s unique 3-in-1 action aids with:
Wetting up: untreated water can pool on or even flush off the surface,
because it cannot penetrate dry growing media. H2Gro allows water to
quickly penetrate even into water-repellent, hydrophobic areas.
Spreading and draining: water treated with H2Gro spreads evenly into
the entire growing medium in pots and containers, resulting in better
nutrient uptake and a larger area for the plant’s roots to grow into. Excess
water drains away easily, giving healthy roots and a stronger plant.
Re-wetting: Untreated growing media can dry out quicker, which can
cause irrigation to leak away. H2Gro’s re-wetting effect is long-lasting:
it optimizes moisture retention in the growing medium for a longer
period of time and through numerous re-wetting cycles.

How can I use H2Gro on my nursery?
The recommended rates depend on the application method.
Mixed into newly produced growing media prior to potting:
150ml/m3 substrate
Drench application after potting:
1. In hydrophobic areas (total spray liquid = 750-1000l water/ha):
100-150ml/100l water. Irrigate after application (1-2mm)
2. O
 n entire (container) field (for example weekly application):
5 ml/100l irrigation water
Contact your local ICL Specialty Fertilizers advisor for tailor-made advice.
Your H2Gro benefits:

1

Improved water management pots and containers:
quick and effective watering.

2

Improved nutrient uptake:
100% of growing media volume can be used by the plant.

3

Effective re-wetting, including during transportation to
customers and garden centers..

4

Improved plant quality: stimulates smooth and healthy
plant growth thanks to balanced moisture concentration
in growing medium.

5

Improved drainage in pots and containers.

6

Prevents peaks in irrigation and avoids waterlogging.

We have a limited number of
1l H2Gro Liquid formulation sample bottles.
Go to h2gro.icl-sf.com and fill in the form
or call your local ICL Specialty Fertilizers advisor.

Country office & ASM contact details

Professional
Horticulture
Team
At ICL we have a dedicated team who have
worked with growers for a number of
years, gaining vast experience in the
horticulture field. We pride ourselves on
our technical expertise and expect the
highest of standards from our team, who
are all FACTS and BASIS qualified. They are
there to offer support to maximise your
crops and yields throughout the year.

Adrian Thirtle-Watts MBPR
Sales Manager
Professional Horticulture
+44 (0)7778 603104
adrian.thirtle-watts@icl-group.com
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Ian Todd MBPR
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7831 835889
ian.todd@icl-group.com
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Martin Donnelly
Sales Development Manager (Horticulture)
+44 (0)7785 976068
martin.donnelly@icl-group.com
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Andrew Wilson MBPR
Technical Manager
Fertilizers and Plant Protection
+44 (0)7768 903624
andrew.wilson@icl-group.com

Dr Eleni Siasou
Technical Manager
Growing Media
+44 (0)7867 691941
eleni.siasou@icl-group.com
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Stuart Gammage
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7920 084972
stuart.gammage@icl-group.com

Steve Hughes MBPR
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7799 481489
steve.hughes@icl-group.com
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Jackie Hall MBPR
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7778 603120
jackie.hall@icl-group.com

Dean Sandford MBPR
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7747 196217
dean.sandford@icl-group.com
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Colman Warde
Country Manager - Ireland
+353 877799527
colman.warde@icl-group.com

Andy Hodges
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7786 701268
andy.hodges@icl-group.com
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John Clarke MBPR
Technical Area Sales Manager
+44 (0)7867 787315
john.clarke@icl-group.com

To order your ICL products or get the latest information and advice
Call: 01473 237 111

Email: prof.sales@iclsf.co.uk

Web: www.icl-sf.co.uk

